Intimate Partner Violence Victims Charged With Crimes:
Justice and Accountability for Victims of Battering Who Use Violence Against Their Batterers
The prosecutor is the representative not of an ordinary party to a controversy, but of a sovereignty whose obligation to govern impartially is as compelling as its obligation to govern at all; and whose interest, therefore, in a criminal prosecution is not that it shall win a case, but that justice shall be done.
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Any prosecutor who has handled a domestic violence docket understands the complex nature of these challenging cases in which the complainant and the defendant are involved in an intimate, and often continuing, abusive relationship. Even the more typical cases – those that involve prosecuting the ongoing abuser – can be challenging to prosecute for numerous reasons. However, in these investigations and prosecutions, there is usually a sense of confidence that the charged defendant is the person responsible for the abuse and should be held accountable in order to obtain justice and safety for the victim of abuse and the community at large.

Even greater challenges exist when a victim of battering is charged with a crime against the abuser. Not only must prosecutors find ways of identifying such cases, they must then determine whether these cases will be handled just like any other case or whether they deserve special consideration. Prosecutors have been taught to take all domestic violence cases seriously, which has historically meant filing charges, obtaining convictions, and achieving uniform sentences for all “domestic violence offenders.” Justice and accountability in domestic violence cases, however, may require prosecutors to treat certain cases and individuals differently based on factors that extend beyond the immediate facts of the crime incident. The practical challenge is for prosecutors to employ this level of analysis with often little guidance, limited information in their case files, and even more limited resources.

This monograph focuses on cases involving victims of battering charged with crimes committed against their abusers. These cases are particularly challenging to prosecutors because they usually involve prosecuting someone who is actually the victim of the complaining witness’s ongoing abuse. While there may be enough evidence to go forward with these cases, it may not always be the most just or safest decision.
As mandatory-, pro-, and preferred-arrest policies have been instituted, an increasing number of victims of battering have been arrested.¹ The comprehensive criminal justice responses to domestic violence developed by state and local communities over the past three decades² are often ill suited for victims of battering who are charged with crimes against their abusers. Mandatory-arrest statutes,³ no-drop policies,⁴ and mandatory offender treatment such as batterers’ intervention programs,⁵ were all designed to hold perpetrators of battering more accountable. When these same policies are applied to the arrest, prosecution, and sentencing of victims of battering who present as defendants unjust results can occur because these policies fail to contextualize their use of violence against their abuser.

When systems neglect to distinguish violence used by an ongoing victim of battering from the systematic use of violence and threats used by a batterer, victims end up being treated like – or even more harshly than – batterers. Treating victims of battering as batterers often has devastating consequences for the victims, as well as for their children. Prosecutors are uniquely situated to prevent, or at least minimize, these negative consequences by conducting contextualized assessments. Through these assessments, prosecutors can learn more about both parties, determine if the defendant is a victim of battering, and intervene in a way that takes these contextual factors into consideration.

In this monograph, we will:

- Explore overarching considerations in cases involving victims of battering who present as defendants;
- Discuss the steps necessary to determine whether a defendant charged with domestic violence is, in fact, a victim of battering and whether the complainant in the case is the batterer;
- Consider ways to evaluate if the defendant acted in self-defense and explore the use of a predominant aggressor analysis;
- Examine considerations necessary for effective dispositions in cases where victims of battering use illegal violence.
A Note about Language

We will use the term “victim–defendants” to describe victims of prior domestic abuse who enter the criminal justice system as defendants charged with domestic violence crimes against their batterers. Though the complainants in these cases present as victims, they are often batterers with a history of abusing. We will refer to these individuals as “batterer-complainants.”

It is also important to note that the analysis described below is gender neutral and, when applied, will reveal the unique dynamics present in each case. This monograph addresses the importance of a contextual analysis in exposing the dynamics underlying an intimate partner violence victim’s use of violence against a batterer that results in arrest. Other categories of defendants are not addressed in this monograph.

The terms “batter,” “batterer,” or “battering” refer to an ongoing patterned use of intimidation, coercion, and violence as well as other tactics of control to establish and maintain a relationship of dominance over an intimate partner. These terms are, therefore, much broader than, and not limited to, the statutorily defined offense of “battery.”
OVERARCHING CONSIDERATIONS IN VICTIM-DEFENDANT CASES

THE ROLE OF THE PROSECUTOR

Before discussing how a prosecutor might identify a victim-defendant, it is important to establish why this identification is essential to a just disposition of the case. A victim of battering arrested and/or charged as a defendant may face increased risks of physical violence, ongoing control, and intimidation by the abusive partner. These victims may also be reluctant to call police and report incidents of continued violence. As a complainant in a criminal prosecution against the victim, an abusive partner may attempt to manipulate the prosecutor, the court, or other criminal justice agencies in order to exert more power over the victim and use the pending case as a tool to further manipulate and abuse the victim.

Given these realities, the challenge for prosecutors handling victim-defendant cases is to fashion a disposition that balances the victim-defendant’s ongoing safety concerns with appropriate levels of accountability for their conduct. In these cases, prosecutors need to be extremely thoughtful and willing to use their discretion to craft safe, appropriate, and just dispositions.

Prosecutors occupy a unique position in the criminal justice system; their role is not simply to convict, but to seek the higher goal of achieving justice. This duty includes both procedural and substantive considerations. When evaluating a case, the ethical question prosecutors face is not, “Can I convict the defendant?” but “Should I convict?” Cases that involve victim-defendants present prosecutors with many opportunities to seriously consider and evaluate the meaning of “achieving justice.” Even when there is sufficient evidence to support the filing of criminal charges, justice may be best achieved by the dismissal or withdrawal of charges or consideration of a diversion program or other alternatives to conviction and/or incarceration. Significantly, many states have mandatory batterers’ intervention programs that, although inappropriate for a victim-defendant, might be mandatory under the law. Prosecutors should be aware of whether their state statutes...
require certain treatment or sentencing conditions following a conviction, and work towards the creation of individualized dispositions which are more consistent with the concerns presented by the individual before the court. While batterers’ intervention programs may be appropriate for batterers they are not appropriate for victim-defendants. Alternative treatment programs or individual counseling may be more appropriate and effective in addressing the dangers and issues underlying victims who offend against their batterers.

The goal in cases involving victim-defendants is not to excuse the use of violence against an abusive partner; those who choose to use illegal violence should be held accountable for their conduct. Rather, the goal is to craft a disposition that holds the victim-defendant to an appropriate level of accountability in the context of the abusive relationship they have endured. In other words, do the interests of justice support the use of prosecutorial discretion to dismiss the case or fashion an alternative disposition? In order to answer this question in cases that involve victim-defendants, a contextualized evaluation and analysis are necessary.
STAYING OPEN TO CONDUCTING A CONTEXTUALIZED ANALYSIS

Ideally, a prosecutor’s office would have the resources needed to carry out extensive investigations, conduct rich, contextualized analyses of the parties and the charges, and craft creative dispositions in every case. Given that most offices do not have unlimited resources, prosecutors can at least approach domestic violence cases open to the possibility that the defendant is a victim of ongoing battering despite the initial, and often limited, information that the prosecutor may have received. In doing so, prosecutors are urged to consider conducting a contextual analysis that includes:

1. **Determining whether the defendant is a victim of battering.**

2. **Evaluating evidence of self-defense and dismissing the case where self-defense can legitimately be established.**

3. **Conducting an informed predominant aggressor analysis.**

4. **Understanding the importance of prosecutorial discretion throughout the process and exploring appropriate and just dispositions, including alternatives to prosecution and withdrawal or dismissal of charges.**

Each of these areas is discussed further in this publication.
IDENTIFYING THE VICTIM-DEFENDANT

CONTEXTUAL DYNAMICS BEYOND THE CURRENT CASE

Effective domestic violence prosecutors do not evaluate cases in a vacuum. To determine the appropriate response, they gather details about a complainant’s and a defendant’s entire relationship and examine the contextual dynamics present in a case. This “big picture” examination of the relationship assists prosecutors in understanding the significance of each individual’s violence. It can also provide prosecutors with insight into a defendant’s intent and motives underlying the use of violence. Accordingly, prosecutors, therefore, can better assess whether a defendant acted in self-defense, in reaction to prior violence, out of fear, out of anger, or out of some other motivation. This analysis leads to more accurate charging decisions, plea offers, dispositions, and sentencing recommendations.

While this “big picture” approach is helpful and encouraged in assessing the context and dynamics in all domestic violence cases, it is especially critical to identifying victim-defendants. The more information a prosecutor is able to gather about the defendant, complainant, and history of their relationship, the better able that prosecutor will be in understanding the nature of the violence in a current case and distinguishing victim-defendants from batterers or other violent offenders. Where possible, this information should be obtained before discussing the current case with the batterer-complainant or approaching the victim-defendant and defense attorney and should be relied upon in tailoring a disposition to the unique facts and circumstances of a particular case.

IMPORTANCE OF A CCR IN GATHERING INFORMATION

It is critical that prosecutors work with other allied professionals to obtain additional information necessary to identify victim-defendants. Where there is an established coordinated community response (CCR) to domestic violence cases, prosecutors will ideally already have a working relationship
with the advocates, agencies, and processes in place that can help bring some of this information to light. For example, law enforcement agencies often possess information about other emergency calls for service to the residence or that otherwise involve the victim-defendant and batterer-complainant that may not have resulted in an arrest or filing of charges. Advocates may have detailed information about prior abuse and could share this with prosecutors in circumstances where privilege and confidentiality have been knowingly waived and defense counsel agrees. Probation officers may be aware of prior criminal history and the level of compliance with any current sentencing terms. Civil attorneys may have information regarding prior protection orders or divorce proceedings. Health care professionals working in conjunction with their CCR have improved documentation of domestic violence injuries, medical histories, and other historical information. These are a few examples of the myriad of information sources that could be accessed through a CCR. Prosecutors who collaborate with these and other justice partners can ensure the sharing of information they need to properly identify victim-defendants.

**The Victim-Defendant’s Prior Criminal History**

Prosecutors should identify a victim-defendant as early as possible. The prosecutor can begin to accomplish this by initially conducting a thorough review of a defendant’s prior criminal history, including any police reports, emergency calls for service, arrests, convictions, terms of probation or diversion, successful or unsuccessful completion of sentencing conditions, uncharged police incident reports, and interviews with witnesses. This information may immediately lead a prosecutor to determine that the defendant who has been arrested is actually a victim-defendant.

It is important to pay special attention to a victim-defendant’s prior arrests and convictions involving drug- or alcohol-related offenses. While these may, standing alone, suggest problems with addiction, substance abuse often occurs in combination with a history of domestic abuse so it may
actually indicate a victim-defendant’s coping behaviors. Further, it is important to carefully review the batterer-complainant’s criminal history. A batterer-complainant’s arrests and convictions for assaults, distributing drugs, or other crimes may indicate that the batterer-complainant is not only battering but also coercing the victim into criminal activity, such as forcing the victim-defendant to deal drugs or engage in prostitution.

While not all of this criminal history will be available in every case, prosecutors can collaborate with other criminal justice and community agencies to create information-sharing systems. Through the use of technology such as automatically computer-generated requests for information, web-based interfaces, email notification systems, point-of-contact phone messaging, or bar-coded file management systems, information can be transferred quickly with limited impact on strained resources. Additionally, prosecutors should not overlook the value of volunteer workers in this regard. These suggested practices make use of existing technology and can be implemented in jurisdictions with little or no additional expense and result in prosecutors’ receipt of and access to information critical to thorough and more accurate evaluations of a case.

Domestic violence is often an unreported crime. It is important, therefore, that prosecutors do not overly rely on criminal records which provide only a partial picture of the violence in a relationship. Criminal history information is of far greater value when considered in the context of the relationship. The relationship history can assist prosecutors in distinguishing among (1) individuals who are victims acting in self-defense; (2) individuals reacting or responding to a unique situation; (3) individuals who are victims reacting or responding to an abusive relationship; (4) aggressive and violent individuals; and (5) batterers.
THE VICTIM-DEFENDANT’S HISTORY OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR WITHIN THE RELATIONSHIP

An evaluation of the victim-defendant’s history of violence with the current batterer-complainant, including both charged and uncharged incidents of both parties, reveals context about the relationship, and can help to illuminate the nature of the current violent incident. The reported history of violence of both parties can help prosecutors determine whether the victim-defendant’s use of violence in a current incident is a reaction to abuse or part of a general violent tendency. This is an important step for prosecutors because it will assist them in fashioning an effective disposition and avoid targeting the wrong individual, disproportionately punishing an individual, or missing opportunities to ensure safety and justice with each criminal justice contact.

For example, a lack of prior violence toward the batterer-complainant may indicate that the current incident is a reaction to prior, current, or ongoing abuse by the batterer-complainant. Multiple incidents of violence, however, do not necessarily indicate that a victim-defendant has a more generally violent tendency. In such cases, a victim-defendant may be responding to abuse in ways that have been historically effective in preventing or minimizing the abuse, at least in the short-term, even though the use of violence may not fall within the definition of self-defense. In some cases, the batterer-complainant may have self-inflicted injuries or otherwise manipulated the system to get the victim-defendant arrested repeatedly. The longer the history of an abusive relationship, the more detailed or complex the analysis may become.

In addition to prior alleged violent or assaultive behavior by both parties, other criminal activity within the relationship can provide prosecutors with important insights. For example, isolated crimes involving damage to personal property may indicate anger or frustration, especially where there is a verified history of abuse of the victim-defendant. This is distinguishable from multiple prior incidents involving property damage, harassment, abuse of pets, child abuse, theft, or other conduct demonstrating a pattern of activity directed at coercing, controlling, or retaliating against an intimate partner.
THE VICTIM-DEFENDANT'S HISTORY OF VICTIMIZATION BY THE BATTERER-COMPLAINANT

A key component in identifying victim-defendants is an evaluation of the current batterer-complainant’s use of violence. As previously noted, incidents of violence within the home are often underreported to law enforcement. Therefore, further investigation and reliance upon an established CCR may be necessary to discover the nature and frequency of prior victimization that may have been disclosed to CCR partners but not the formal criminal justice system. In addition to the batterer-complainant’s criminal history and law enforcement records, such as emergency calls or police reports, interviews with extended family members, adult siblings, parents, close friends, coworkers, neighbors, and any additional individuals who may provide emotional support to the victim-defendant may uncover previously unreported violent incidents. Other sources of information may include documentation in civil proceedings such as affidavits in support of protection order requests, evidence in divorce proceedings, eviction proceedings, medical records and counseling records (upon a written release of such records), and victim advocacy services including shelters to name just a few. It is important for prosecutors to recognize that this history might have occurred in another jurisdiction. Corroboration that the victim-defendant has been the victim of violence in a previous domestic violence relationship may also be relevant to this fuller picture surrounding a new act of violence.
If, after a thorough investigation and evaluation of the factors listed above, an individual is identified as a victim-defendant reacting to prior abuse by a batterer-complainant, it is important for prosecutors to confirm that the victim-defendant was not acting in self defense or that law enforcement did not misapply the predominant aggressor analysis. Additional training may be necessary to assist law enforcement and prosecutors in assessing whether self-defense or predominant aggressor factors are present.

**Evaluating Self-Defense**

While it is the victim-defendant’s burden to raise self-defense at trial, prosecutors must become aware of any evidence that suggests that a victim-defendant may have acted in self-defense when determining whether to file criminal charges. In some cases, the victim-defendant’s or batterer-complainant’s statements, emergency call, witness’ statements, pictures of physical injuries, or other evidence collected at the scene may easily establish that the victim-defendant’s actions were defensive in nature. These cases should be dismissed. In most cases, however, evidence of self-defense is ambiguous. Accurately evaluating and charging these cases, therefore, requires prosecutors to understand each person’s use of violence within the context of their relationship. By evaluating the contextual significance of all of the conduct surrounding the charged crime, law enforcement and prosecutors can help ensure that a victim-defendant’s behavior is not misinterpreted and erroneously punished when using reasonable means to defend themselves in the context of the abusive relationships they have endured.
To establish self-defense, any defendant must demonstrate a reasonable belief that the actions were necessary to prevent imminent harm. In cases involving a long history of domestic violence, patterns of violence often emerge and victims become adept at identifying “red flags” that indicate imminent violence. Specifically, conduct that initially appears benign to law enforcement or prosecutors, may, as a result of history and experience, signal imminent danger to a victim-defendant. There also may be more subtle behaviors that the victim-defendant recognizes as precursors to violence by an abuser. Common indicators of pending violence include gestures, tone of voice, or facial expression (“the look”). Some batterers use certain objectifying language before resorting to violence or may remove rings or jewelry before striking a victim to avoid leaving obvious marks. Victims immediately recognize the significance and danger of these historic precursors to their abuse. Unfortunately, these precursors may be overlooked or disregarded by law enforcement or first responders who lack the historical information and perspective to properly assess the importance of such conduct.

The level of justifiable force increases when used in response to imminent danger of unlawful deadly force and is addressed in many state statutes. Significantly, these statutes do not prevent victim-defendants from using a weapon against an unarmed batterer-complainant. Determining whether the use of a weapon for self-defense is reasonable requires consideration of the level of past violence; the severity of past or current threats; level of fear; and size, weight, and strength differences. Such conduct may be justified based upon the existence of these factors. It is critical, therefore, to investigate both the current incident as well as the history of violence in the relationship in order to accurately assess a victim-defendant’s self-defense claim.
**Predominant Aggressor Analysis**

Even in jurisdictions that do not have statutes that include predominant or primary aggressor language, prosecutors are encouraged to utilize this sort of analysis when conducting their contextual evaluation of the current case and the parties. The first step in determining the predominant or primary aggressor in most jurisdictions is to first consider the history between the parties. It is important that any predominant aggressor analysis include more than an inventory of aggressive physical acts. As previously discussed, because of a history of abuse, a victim-defendant may be aware of – and react to – subtle behavioral indicators of the batterer-complainant’s pending violence. The challenge in evaluating these precursors to violence is that they often do not rise to the level of physical “aggression” as that term is normally defined. If a victim-defendant reacts physically in response to such precursors, these actions may easily be misinterpreted as predominant aggression and result in an arrest. For example, the batterer-complainant’s “less aggressive” assault or even “legal” behavior may cause a victim-defendant to feel fearful because the behavior is known to be a precursor to more serious violence. The victim-defendant may react with more aggressive assaultive conduct against the batterer-complainant in an effort to prevent an impending assault. Though the victim-defendant’s behavior may not cause the batterer-complainant any fear, such actions may result in an arrest. It is, therefore, essential that prosecutors evaluate the victim-defendant’s actions within the context of the relationship with the batterer-complainant in order to accurately identify the predominant aggressor.
DISPOSITIONS IN VICTIM-DEFENDANT CASES

Once the prosecutor has thoroughly analyzed the case, the prosecutor has to decide what to do with it. What is the appropriate disposition? Why? As discussed earlier, cases in which it was determined that the defendant acted in self-defense should be dismissed. What, however, should a prosecutor do with the rest of the cases?

A comprehensive self-defense and predominant aggressor analysis will assist prosecutors in determining whether the decision to prosecute a victim-defendant is just. In many cases, neither self-defense nor any other legal justification exists; victim–defendants have engaged in what appears to be illegal conduct. These are often difficult cases for prosecutors: the conduct is illegal, yet it is not clear how prosecuting the case will advance justice or safety. What are appropriate and just dispositions in these situations?

Many of these cases involve conduct that, if done by a batterer-defendant, would be prosecuted. Why then might a prosecutor consider a different disposition when the conduct is done by a victim-defendant? Ethical rules, case law, and state statutes do not pose a barrier to adapting case dispositions to the unique facts and circumstances of each case, and each individual, even where defendants are charged with the same crime. Because domestic violence statutes are written in broad categorical terms, they do not account for the contextual differences underlying the crimes charged. Justice, therefore, requires prosecutors to distinguish various forms of intimate partner violence. Treating victim-defendants in the same way as batterers does not effectively account for the differing intent, effects, and dynamics underlying the use of violence. More importantly, it may well place victim-defendants at greater risk of increased danger and a host of other negative consequences.
If prosecutors treat victim-defendants differently, they may face accusations of selective prosecution and gender bias. They may also be accused of circumventing legislatively crafted definitions of criminal acts and statutorily mandated consequences such as batterer treatment. Despite, and because of, these possible accusations, it is important for prosecutors to work hard to fashion just and appropriate dispositions for the individuals before the court rather than the type of offense before the court. When creating a court record, it is also critical that prosecutors clearly document the justification for their decisions – including seeking a just, individualized outcome where the description of the treatment needed and treatment program are specifically provided.

PROSECUTORIAL DISCRETION IN CASES INVOLVING VICTIM-DEFENDANTS

A prosecutor’s authority to weigh the factors discussed above in determining which cases to charge and prosecute, as well as considerations of how to prosecute criminal acts, lies in the well-recognized province of prosecutorial discretion. The exercise of this discretion allows prosecutors to adapt a response to the individual facts and circumstances of each case, increasing the likelihood of an appropriate and just disposition. In other words, prosecutorial discretion is grounded in the very principles we are encouraging prosecutors to utilize in cases involving victim-defendants: a thoughtful reliance on an individualized, contextual analysis. By relying on these principles to guide their decisions and actions, prosecutors can fashion safe, appropriate, and just dispositions for victim-defendants.

SHOULD CHARGES BE FILED?

A prosecutor’s considerations in determining whether the filing of criminal charges is in the interest of justice goes far beyond a simple probable cause determination. In addition to addressing how cases should be prosecuted, ethical rules for prosecutors also address whether cases should be prosecuted. Prosecutors are more than ministers of process; they are ministers of justice, a role they are often called upon to play in cases involving victim-defendants.
Initially prosecutors decide whether to charge or prosecute a case investigated by police. In weighing this decision, prosecutors consider numerous factors particularly relevant to victim-defendants such as the harm caused by the offense, consideration of the punishment in relationship to offense and particular defendant, and possible improper motives of a complainant.\textsuperscript{23}

**CONSIDERING CONSEQUENCES TO THE VICTIM-DEFENDANT**

In fashioning dispositions for victim-defendants, prosecutors must also remain mindful of – and minimize – any negative collateral consequences. Every defendant suffers collateral consequences as a result of an arrest or conviction. For victims of battering however, these collateral consequences are unique and may have disproportionately negative impacts on future safety and autonomy. For example, criminal convictions may support attacks on the victim-defendant’s credibility when testifying as the victim in any future domestic violence case, which impacts victim safety. Further, difficulties in obtaining employment may perpetuate the victim-defendant’s economic reliance on the batterer. An inappropriate criminal conviction could also cause a court to improperly conclude that the victim-defendant poses a danger to any children, which could result in restrictions on custody or visitation rights. To avoid placing the victim-defendant in greater risk of harm, it is important for prosecutors to consider that the collateral consequences for victim-defendants are unique. Overlooking or ignoring these consequences may result in subsequent and far more serious violence. Prosecutors have a responsibility to ensure that dispositions and sentences are just, safe, and proportionate to all criminal defendants.

Batterers and victim-defendants have different motives for their use of violence. Batterers’ intervention programs address issues of ongoing, patterned use of privilege, dominance, and coercive control over an intimate partner and, therefore, do not effectively address the issues unique to victim-defendants. If a victim-defendant is convicted of certain offenses, state statutes may mandate batterers’ intervention programs, however, placing victims in with abusers for group batterer intervention counseling
is inappropriate and ineffective from a treatment standpoint, compromising both the treatment of the batterers and the victims who have offended. It may be necessary, therefore, for prosecutors to work with their communities to improve both the access and the diversity of treatment programs for different offenders that will improve prosecution considerations for pretrial diversion, probationary treatment options, or other tailored alternatives that may be more effective for victim-defendants.

Effective treatments for victim-defendants provide options and resources to enable victim-defendants to abandon violence as a response to their abuse. They may even incorporate individual counseling, substance abuse counseling (if applicable), job training, child care assistance, housing issues, and victim support groups, providing a more tailored response to victim-defendants.

Prosecutors tailoring a disposition in victim-defendant cases must also recognize that because of the prior victimization at the hands of the batterer-complainant, the victim-defendant is often at greater risk of future victimization. Therefore, prosecutors should avoid imposing conditions, such as marital counseling or restorative justice practices requiring confrontation, which force the victim-defendant to interact with the batterer-complainant.

Batterer-complainants often use the criminal justice system to further control and manipulate their victims by lodging exaggerated or false reports of non-compliance to probation officers, treatment providers, police, or prosecutors. In addition to being aware of, and thereby less susceptible to such manipulation, prosecutors can proactively prevent or limit this manipulation; by working closely with law enforcement and other system professionals, those involved can identify batterer-complainants’ misuse of the system. If law enforcement or other allied professionals encounter a situation involving potential manipulation, they should consult with the prosecutor’s office before filing charges or revocation motions based solely upon a batterer-complainant’s allegation.
Pre-Plea Dispositions

Pre-plea dispositions allow prosecutors to minimize the negative collateral consequences of a conviction and still hold victim-defendants appropriately accountable for their illegal conduct. Pre-plea dispositions are statutory alternatives to trial in which victim-defendants agree to complete several conditions in exchange for the prosecution’s decision not to proceed with a criminal case. Through pre-plea dispositions, prosecutors can monitor victim-defendants’ compliance with the terms of an agreement in order to assure successful completion of an appropriate program, counseling, or community service.

Statutory Alternatives to Conviction

In recognition of the prosecutor’s discretion to fashion dispositions in criminal cases that do not result in convictions, most states have provided statutory mechanisms for prosecutors to utilize. The most common of these mechanisms are diversion programs such as deferred prosecutions, deferred adjudications, or deferred sentences. Except where specifically prohibited by statute, these alternatives to conviction afford prosecutors a high degree of control over the terms and conditions the victim-defendant is required to successfully complete as a precondition to dismissal of the criminal charges. Eligibility for such dispositions varies from state to state, but may include first time offenders, low probability of re-offense, and restrictions based on the level of criminal charge. The advantage of deferred prosecution and deferred adjudication dispositions is that victim-defendants are held accountable for their criminal conduct and are, through the imposition of terms and conditions, required to address the rehabilitative needs that contributed to the criminal conduct. Victim-defendants can also be monitored to ensure compliance with conditions and the discovery of any new criminal offenses. Prosecutors retain the ability to revoke the agreement and proceed with prosecution of the original charges upon a showing that the victim-defendant violated any of the required terms and conditions of
the agreement. Victim-defendants are motivated to successfully complete the required conditions, which will result in dismissal of the criminal charges, allowing them to avoid the negative consequences of a conviction as discussed earlier.

Prosecutors are not only permitted to consider the unique factors of each case and defendant in informing their exercise of prosecutorial discretion to achieve justice, they are expected to do so. Further, the states have provided them with the mechanisms in the form of deferred prosecution, deferred adjudication, and deferred sentence statutes to implement their discretion. Thus, prosecutors are ethically permitted and expected to utilize informed and nuanced application of discretion in fashioning a just result in complex domestic violence cases involving victim-defendants.
CONCLUSION

A thorough evaluation of the context within which the violence occurred allows prosecutors to make improved decisions for all offenders, simultaneously identify victim-defendants, and tailor a criminal justice responses that are appropriate to the circumstances of each incident and each individual. In this way, prosecutors can: 1) determine whether the defendant acted in self-defense, 2) hold the victim-defendant appropriately accountable, 3) assess the need to provide for the safety of the complainant, 4) minimize or eliminate the unintended negative collateral consequences for the victim-defendant, 5) provide for the ongoing safety of the victim-defendant, and 6) ensure that violence is not tolerated and laws are enforced.

Ethical rules, case law, and state statutes require prosecutors to fashion case dispositions to the unique facts and circumstances of each case, even where defendants are charged with the same crime. Justice requires prosecutors to distinguish various forms of intimate partner violence. They must take into account the differing intent, effects, and dynamics underlying the use of violence by victim-defendants than that of batterers.

Justice is not the sole responsibility of prosecutors and does not exist in the isolated vacuum of their offices and courtrooms. A fair and just exercise of the criminal justice system requires the full collaborative involvement of a coordinated community response to ensure safety and accountability in every case. Prosecution partnerships with law enforcement, advocates, health workers, probation officials, defense lawyers, community advocates, and others are the best safety mechanisms for victims of domestic abuse in every case, courtroom, and community.
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